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Study rationale global expression profiling of differentially expressed genes in breast cancer has provided sci-
entifically robust rationales for molecular classification of breast cancer subtypes and for targeted treatment 

options. Chemo-endocrine therapy combined with pathway selective small molecule inhibitors represents 
common treatment of choice. However, this option is frequently associated with emergence of drug resistant 
stem cells that favor progression of therapy resistant disease. This limitation emphasizes development of can-
cer stem cell models that are capable of identifying testable therapeutic alternatives against drug resistant 
stem cells. Experimental approach experiments on cellular models for Luminal A, HER-2 enriched and triple 
negative breast cancer subtypes were designed to isolate and characterize stem cell phenotypes resistant to 
clinically relevant chemo-endocrine therapeutics and examine the mechanistic efficacy of natural products on 
drug sensitive and drug resistant phenotypes. Study outcome parental MCF-7 (Luminal A), 184-B5/HER (HER-2 
enriched) and MDA-MB-231 (Triple negative) cells exhibited progressive growth in the presence of cytotoxic 
concentrations of Tamoxifen (TAM), Lapatinib (LAP) and Doxorubicin (DOX), respectively. Long-term treatment 
with these drugs favored emergence of drug resistant TAM-R, LAP-R and DOX-R phenotypes. These resistant 
cells exhibited up regulated expression of stem cell specific tumor spheroid formation and CD44 (cellular) and 
Oct-4 and NANOG (molecular) markers. Treatment of drug sensitive and resistant cells with select nutritional 
herbs, vitamin A derivative and natural terpenoid induced inhibition of tumor spheroid formation and down 
regulated expression of CD44, Oct-4 and NANOG. Study conclusions present cancer stem cell models provide 
a novel approach to identify natural products as testable alternatives for stem cell targeted therapy of che-
mo-endocrine therapy resistant breast cancer.
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